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What’s a Galaxy and What’s a Cluster?

• It’s also an interesting question at the faint 
end, where it’s “What’s a dwarf/ultra-faint 
galaxy and what’s a star cluster?” 
!
!
!
!
!
!

• Galaxies are at the center of dark matter 
halos



The other end...

• What defines the transition from Galaxy to 
Cluster?
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What’s a Galaxy and What’s a Cluster?

• Generally, we know what belongs to a galaxy, 
but we can have some uncertainty about what 
is a member of a cluster 

• Clusters are part of the “gravitational 
clustering hierarchy”  while galaxies are 
structured by dissipation 

• Galaxies “dominate their halo” while clusters 
appear to be “an assembly of peers”



Galaxies and Clusters

• There was a time when “galaxies” were 
considered understood and clusters were a 
bit mysterious “White and Rees theory” 
assumed that as merging happened in the 
clustering hierarchy, previous generations of 
substructure were erased 
– galaxies looked this way (if you ignored the 

minor chaff) 
– clusters were more mysterious 
– “low N” simulations were good at erasing 

substructure



N: 100,000     1,000,0000      10,000,0000

Now, 10 Billion; 100 Million can be done 
on a single box in days. 

         The internal structure of a dark matter halo



Then things flipped

• Clusters seemed simple and galaxies looked 
to be the problem 

• CDM is a nearly scale free theory, so in dark 
matter, it’s hard to tell a simulation of a galaxy 
from a simulation of a cluster unless someone 
shows you a length or mass scale



CDM Halo:  Cluster and Galaxy



What’s a Galaxy and What’s a Cluster?

• What do we learn from dark matter?





CDM cosmogonies ===> the Milky Way halo should contain up 
about 100 times more satellites than observed

The DM in the Coma cluster and the Milky Way halos look the same!

Discrepancy stars around Vc=30 km/s
Moore et al. 1999  & Klypin et al.1999

     The substructure overabundance problem

movie







What is a galaxy (versus cluster of  g’s)?

• How about “galaxies are objects that 
dominate their halo” -> if the central object 
has more than half of the light, it’s a galaxy 
!
!
!

• For now, pay attention to red points only in 
the next plot.  That’s the data.



Text

Data: Lin and Mohr 2004

Data from Lin&Mohr04



The transition mass = 2 x 1013 Solar Mass

• Transition mass objects are tricky, they 
include things like fossil groups that look like 
galaxies and objects that look like more 
bonafide groups 
!

• Things above 1014 are clearly clusters and 
those below a few 1012 are just as clearly 
galaxies (although there is a Virgo-mass 
object that still meets the galaxy criterion and 
“mini-clusters” just a bit more massive than 
the MW)



So, we’ve got this standard model of  cosmology





Abundance Matching

• Standard Halo Abundance Matching:  
“SHAM”; the name showed a skepticism that I 
shared. 

• Take all the observed galaxies 
• Take all the “halos” found in a cosmological 

simulation 
• Match them one by one from the most 

luminous goes in the most massive, then pair 
them up all the way down in mass and 
luminosity. 

• The result is a ratio of stars to dark matter as 
a function of mass
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Key results:

• If we just fixed the stellar fraction of halos and 
subhalos, everything would look like a galaxy  
NOT a cluster of galaxies 

• The behavior at high luminosity is critical, the 
behavior at low L is important, but much less so 

• With abundance matching, MW sized objects 
have the largest M_star/M_total ratios, but this 
is still nearly 10x less than the cosmic fraction 
THIS IS A HUGE PROBLEM THAT I WANT TO 
HIGHLIGHT



How do we make stellar fractions low?

• AGNs can do it at the bright end 
• SN at the faint end, but it only works for 

galaxies of about 10km/s 
• L* galaxies are the trickiest (~no AGN in MW) 

– the escape velocity from 5-10kpc of an L* 
galaxy is ~ 3keV 

– to blow out 90% with only 10%, that 10% 
have to release 30keV/baryon, but 
metalicity is only 2% and so that’s .2% of a 
few MeV/baryon AND you have to fight 
against short cooling times



What’s the alternative?

• Keep things out rather than blow them out  
– velvet ropes rather than bouncers 

• If you preheat, it takes just a temp of 105.5K or 
30eV (at an overdensity of 10) to keep 
material OUT of the MW 

• Is that reasonable?



From Simulations

• Scannapieco, Thacker and Davis 2001 
!

• Nickerson, Stinson, Couchman, Bailin and 
Wadsley 2011 
!

• In both cases (in different ways), they put in 
maximal winds/feedback and found a greater 
effect from preheating than expulsion





Is there any evidence for preheating?

• Ly-alpha clouds are pressurized by about this 
amount.   It is much lower than the entropy 
floor in clusters (in clusters, the problem of 
“late entropy generation” is even greater, so 
again, you win big with preheating.



What is the Energy Source?

• The MW is ~3 times the Lagrangian radius of 
the Virgo cluster (e.g. at early times, the 
“edge of Virgo” was 1/3 of the way from it’s 
center to us), so ~25 times the mass interior 

• Preheating that entire volume to suppress 
formation in our neighborhood requires a little 
more than 2x the energy to heat for the 
typical entropy in clusters 

• There are other sources nearby, like CenA,  
distance to Fornax 10% further than Virgo  

• the newly popular radiative heating is too low 
energy, but surely helps if done early



But, the typical problem

• AGNs have plenty of energy 
– BH mass ~ 0.2% of stellar mass 

• BH efficiency is ~10% 
• overall 2 x 10-4  Mstars c2 

• With 2% metals and few MeV/baryon binding 
energy, stellar estimate is almost 10x less 

!
• So, AGN deliver more energy than massive 

stars



Need the Energy at the right time

• “Entropy” is what matters, dense gas means 
more difficulty in delivery 

• Too late, everything is collapse, you are back 
to trying to lift it all out 

• Too early and you are back to high density 
!



Collapsed Mass (with Boley & Reed)

1% SF eff

10% SF eff

WMAP



Right Time for the Energy

• You need to do some small scale suppression 
early and need to finish heating by z~3 

• Not so easy, but not as difficult as the 
standard FB scheme because it requires just 
a few percent of the energy of the standard 
scheme



Feedback versus pre-heating

• In classical FB, one is asking for AT LEAST 
90% of the mass to be blown out in a wind.   

• It’s hard to mass load a wind, difficult to 
couple the mass without cooling 

• It takes 10-30 times less energy to heat than 
to blow  

• Result is that one expects metalicity 
enhanced winds rather than mass loaded 
winds



Galaxy Interactions/formation 
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Galaxy Interactions/formation 

• 1970s Cannabilism 
!

• 1980s Merging 
!

• 1990s Harassment 
!

• 2000s Lambda and the Big Sleep 
!

• 2010s The Shutdown



Summary

• Galaxies defined 
!

• If you want to run a galaxy, use velvet ropes 
not bouncers 

!
This leads to another recommendation for those 
who wish to make an impact on galaxy 
formation – study what is already known, find 
something that has not been highlighted much 
before, and come up with a new name for it.  
——Douglas Scott
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• Each decade gets the galaxy interaction they 
deserve
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